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How Well Do the Angoff Design V
Linear Equating Methods Compare With
the Tucker and Levine Methods?
Ronald T. Cope
The American College Testing Program

Comparisons were made of three Angoff Design V
equating methods and the Tucker and Levine Equally
Reliable methods with respect to common item linear
equating with non-equivalent populations. Forms of a
professional certification test were equated with these
five methods using (1) single-link equating of selected
pairs of forms and (2) cyclical equating of selected

forms to themselves, by means of equating chains. In
the single-link equatings, raw score equivalents given
by the Design V methods tended to fall between those
obtained by use of the Tucker and Levine methods.
The chain equatings produced similar estimated bias
and estimated root mean squared error of score equiv-
alents for the five different methods.

Consider the following situation: Two forms of a test, Form X and Form Y, are constructed to be
similar in content and difficulty level. A formula is desired that will convert a raw score on Form X to
its equivalent score on Form Y. There is a set of items, collectively called the &dquo;anchor test,&dquo; that appears
on both forms. The anchor test closely represents both forms in content and difficulty. Form X is
administered to one examinee group, and Form Y is administered to another group. The two groups may
differ in their distributions of the ability measured by the test.

Now consider the following three ways to obtain a formula that equates Form X scores to Form Y
scores:

1. Equate Form X to anchor test U and equate U to Form Y as f&reg;11&reg;ws: Convert X and U raw scores

to z scores. Convert Y and U scores to z scores. Set z scores on X and U equal and derive the
equation converting X scores to the scale of U (i.c.9 U = AX + B). Similarly, set z scores on Y and
U equal and derive the equation converting Y scores to the scale of U (i.e.9 U = CY + D). Set these
two equations equal and solve for Y in terms &reg;f X. The result will be a formula that converts Form X
raw scores to Form Y raw scores.

2. Find score Xo on Form X and score Yo on Form Y, such that both Xo and Yo are predicted by a given
score T~o on U. Xo and Yo are the equated scores.

3. Find score Xi on Form X and score Y, on Form Y, both of which predict the same score U, on
anchor test U. X, and Y, are the equated scores.

Angoff (1984) outlined these procedures under &dquo;Design V: Other methods involving score data.&dquo; De-

sign V comprises the following procedures: (1) Forms X and Y equated to a common test, (2) Forms X
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and Y predicted by a common test, and (3) Formes X and Y predicting a common test. Angoff also
outlined procedures for &dquo;Design IV: Nonrandom groups-one test to each group, common equating test
administered to both groups.&dquo; Design IV methods include the commonly used Tucker and Levine linear
methods and an equipercentile method. Either the Design IV or Design V methods can be used to establish
correspondence for scores on Forms X and Y for the described situation. The present study deals only
with the linear methods.

The Design IV linear methods are intended to produce transformed Form X scores that have the
same mean and standard deviation as the Form Y scores for a particular group of examinees. Braun and
Holland (1982) indicated that the first Design V method, which involves equating Forms X and Y to a
common test, will not result in this property unless certain unusual relationships hold, and they suggested
that this is a theoretical limitation of the Design V method. Despite the possible theoretical limitations
of the Design V methods, the statistical assumptions for the Design IV methods are very strong, and the
Design V methods might prove useful in situations in which the Design IV assumptions do not hold.

The purpose of this study was to make empirical comparisons, under common item linear equating,
of the Levine Equally Reliable and the Tucker methods with the Angoff Design V methods. For detailed
discussions of the Levine and Tucker methods, see Levine (1955/1956) and Braun and Holland (1982,
pp. 23-24).

Method

Examinees

The examinee pool consisted of five groups of applicants to a professional certification program.
Each of these five groups took one of five forms of the certification test in a particular administration.
None of the examinees had previously taken any of the forms. Table 1 gives the number of first-time
examinees who took each of the five forms, as well as means and standard deviations of their raw scores.

Measures

Measures were five forms of a multiple-choice professional certification test with a raw score range
of 0 to 280. The test is administered twice a year at six-month intervals. Forms B, D, and E were
administered in the spring; Forms A and C were administered in the fall. For each administration a new
form is constructed, administered, and then retired. Except for retired items used in a sample test, no
future, current, or past test items are released to examinees or otherwise made public.

Table 1
Examinee Groups
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Procedure

The following two ways of comparing the different equating methods were used:
1. Single-link comparisons: Results were compared of equating pairs of forms of the professional

certification test under the five different linear methods.

2. Equating-chain comparisons (equating forms to themselves): Equatings around three cyclical chains
of links among different forms of the certification test were compared. These chains are shown in
Figure 1.

Procedure assesses where equ~tcd raw scores produced by the three Design V methods stand in
relation to those obtained through the Tucker and Levine methods. It permits no comparison of relative
accuracy of the five methods because the raw score scales of two forms are expected to differ in an
unknown way. If two forms were somehow known to have identical raw score scales, then there would
be no need to try to equate the forms.

Procedure 2 compares the accuracy of the different methods by equating a selected form to itself,
using a circular chain or cycle of equatings among forms. If an equating method were free of systematic
and random error, the equating function Y = AX + B would have a slope (A) of 1 and an intercept (B)
of 0.

Equating functions for the three Design V methods follow; see Angoff (1984) for their derivation.
Method V~. equate Form X to anchor test U; then equate U to Form Y.

where Mx(LI) is the mean on anchor test U of the group taking Form X, and ~(<7) is the standard deviation

of this group on U. These quantities are similarly defined for the group taking Form Y.
Method V2. (Forms X and Y predicted by a common For this method and method V3,

correlations of the anchor test U with Forms X and Y are involved:

where r(X, U) and r(Y,U) are the respective correlations of anchor test U with Form X and Form Y.

Figure 1
Chains Used to Compare Accuracy of Equating

Using Tucker, Levine, and Angoff Design V Equating Method
Arrows Indicate Equating Links; a Percentage Adjacent to an Arrow Gives the Number
of Equating Items as a Percentage of the Number of Items in Each of the Equated Forms
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Method V3. (~’&reg;~~ ~ and Y predicting a common test.)

-,-I /

of Equations 1, 2, and 3 reveals the following relationships:
1. If anchor test U correlates perfectly with both Form X and Form Y, then r(X, U) = ~°(Y9 ~I ) = 1, and

Method V3 reduces to Method Vl. e

2. If U correlates with X and Y, then

and all equating functions have the same slope.

Measures of Equating Error

Two statistics, estimated bias and estimated weighted root mean squared error of equating, were
used to compare results under the different methods. Estimated bias (BIAS) is defined as

BIAS - Y’ - x- , (5)
in which X is the mean raw score of a given form, and Z’ is the mean of the raw score equivalents
obtained by equating the form to itself around a chain. Estimated root mean squared error (RMSE) is
defined by the expression

in which its the ath raw score on the form, is its raw score equivalent, and hh is the number of
examinees who obtained the score Xi. When there are as many examinees as in this study, RMSE is
calculated more easily by the expression
RMSE - ~(~ -1 )2 ~ar(X) + (BIAS)2],’l , (7)
where is the slope of the equating function X’ = mX + b, and Var(X) is the variance &reg;f X. Note that
BIAS contributes to RMSE.

Results

Single-Link Equating

Table 2 gives the results of equating Form A to Form Form B to Form C, and Form B to Form D
under the five different methods. Raw score equivalents under the Angoff Design V methods showed a
strong tendency to be intermediate in value between the corresponding Tucker and Levine equivalents.
Also, Design V equating function slopes and intercepts fell between the respective Tucker and Levine
slopes and intercepts.

Chain Equating

Table 3 shows the results of equating Form A to itself around Chains I and 2 and equating Form B
to itself around Chain 3. Figure I depicts these chains, and Table 4 gives estimates of bias and root mean
squared error. The departures of equivalent raw scores from original raw scores were quite similar in the
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Table 2
Raw Scores and Raw Score Equivalents from Equating

Form A to Form B, Form B to Form C, and Form B to Form D
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

_...m~...___._._--~- __

_Note&reg; Entries in boldface are values that fall between corresponding Tucker
and Levine raw score equivalents. o

Tucker, Levine, and Design V methods. In Chain 1, RMSE ranged from .67 for the VI method to .70
for the Tucker method. BIAS of the Levine and V3 methods were somewhat lower in Chain 1 than those

of the other methods. In Chain 2, RMSES of the five methods ranged from .67 (Levine and VI) to .73
(Tucker). As in Chain 1, the Levine and V3 methods in Chain 2 showed somewhat lower estimated bias
than the other three methods. In Chain 3, however, the Levine and V3 methods showed somewhat higher
BIAS and RMSE than the other methods.

In these three chains, the tendency in the single-link equatings for Design V equivalents to lie in
value between corresponding Tucker and Levine equivalents appeared strongly only for method Vl.
Method V3 produced a majority of such intermediate equivalents only in Chain 2.

Discussion

Results of the single-link and cyclical equating procedures show that, in the situations studied here,
the Angoff Design V methods yield raw score equivalents close to those of the Tucker and Levine
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Table 3

Equivalent Raw Scores Obtained from Applying the Tucker
Method, Levine Method, and Angoff Designs Vl, V2, and V3, to

Equating Chains 1, 2, and 3

Note. Entries in boldface are values that fall between corresponding Tucker
and Levine equivalents. The symbol ’°*°’ denotes equivalents closest in value
to corresponding original raw scores. e

methods. In the cyclical or chain equatings of forms to themselves, the five methods yield comparable
estimates of bias and root mean squared error. In the single-link equatings. Design V raw score equivalents
tend to fall between the Tucker and Levine equivalents.

Obtaining similar results for three single-link equatings and three equating chains gives some indi-
cation that comparable results would be obtained for forms of other tests. If the five equating methods
had been compared for only one link or one chain, the generality of the findings would be questionable.
However, the five methods could be tried on forms of other tests as a check on the current findings.

These results are encouraging for use of the Design V linear equating methods, which use fewer
restrictive assumptions than the Tucker and Levine methods. The Tucker method, for example, requires
the untestable assumption that a single line describes the linear regression of test form scores on anchor
test scores both for the group taking one form and the group taking the other form (Braun & Holland,
1982). The Levine (1955/1956) method assumes a perfect correlation between anchor test true scores and
true scores of at least one of the forms to be equated. Often in practice there is reason to doubt that these
assumptions hold. In such cases practitioners may prefer to use one of the Design V methods.
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Table 4

Estimates of Bias and Root-Mean-Squared Error
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